PARKING SPACE PROTECTOR

Lok-Up is designed specifically for protecting car parking spaces from unauthorised use.

It is a collapsible steel parking and vehicle access barrier that locks in both up and down positions. Steel construction and a large footprint ensure maximum strength and durability.

The minimum closed height of 35mm opens up to a working height of 750mm. A large reflective sign face and Yellow powder coated finish provide maximum visibility day or night.

They are the ONLY product we recommend for this purpose.

Features + Benefits:

• When in the down position, the internal structure is designed to support the Lok-Up against damage from cars driving over them.

• Lok-Up is only 35mm high when down reducing the risk of vehicles getting hooked on them.

• They have a large footprint with widely spaced fixings for fixing into asphalt.

• They do not require a concrete footing in quality asphalt (30mm or more thick).

• They should be positioned 2/3 into the parking bay. This allows vehicles room to nose into the bay while they unlock and drop the Lok-Up.

Approx. 2 metres